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Abstract Over the past decade, exciting findings have surfaced suggesting that routine action videogame play
improves attentional and perceptual skills. Apparently, performance during multiple-object tracking, useful-field-ofview tests, and task switching improves, contrast sensitivity
and spatial-resolution thresholds decrease, and the attentional blink and backward masking are lessened by short-term
training on action videogames. These are remarkable findings showing promise for the training of attention and the
treatment of disorders of attentional function. While the
findings are interesting, evidence of causal influences of
videogame play is not as strong as is often claimed. In many
studies, observers with game play experience and those
without are tested. Such studies do not address causality,
since preexisting differences are not controlled for. Other
studies investigate the training of videogame play, with
some evidence of training benefits. Methodological
shortcomings and potential confounds limit their impact,
however, and they have not always been replicated. No
longitudinal studies on videogame training exist, but
these may be required to provide conclusive answers
about any benefits of videogame training and any interaction with preexisting differences. Suggestions for
methodological improvement are made here, including
recommendations for longitudinal studies. Such studies
may become crucial for the field of attentional training to
reach its full potential.
Keywords Attention . Perceptual learning . Videogames .
Visual attention

The question of whether perceptual and attentional skills can
be trained is of major scientific, practical, and clinical value.
Disorders of attention such as attention-deficit or attentiondeficit hyperactivity disorder can severely affect normal
functioning (Barkley, 2006), as can attentional disorders
due to neurological damage, such as hemispatial neglect
(Heilman, Watson, & Valenstein, 2003; Saevarsson,
Halsband, & Kristjánsson, 2011) or Balints syndrome (Rafal,
2001). Abnormal attentional biases have been found to play a
role in anxiety disorders (see, e.g., Bar-Haim, 2010, for a
review), and effects such as inattentional blindness (Most,
Scholl, Clifford, & Simons, 2005; Simons, 2000), change
blindness (Rensink, O’Regan, & Clark, 1997; Simons &
Rensink, 2005), and the attentional blink (Kristjánsson &
Nakayama, 2002; Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992) highlight the important role that attention plays in normal vision.
If attentional abilities can be improved, or modified,
through training, this rightly generates tremendous interest.
A large scientific literature suggests that training on action
videogames improves visual and attentional function (see,
e.g., Bavelier, Green, Pouget, & Schrater, 2012; Spence &
Feng, 2010, for recent reviews). Furthermore, training
effects from videogames appear to transfer better between
tasks than do most other types of learning (Boot, Blakely, &
Simons, 2011; Green & Bavelier, 2012). I will argue, however, that before strong conclusions can be drawn about
causal effects of videogame play upon vision and attention,
a number of key questions need to be answered, and
methodological improvement is needed. The most pressing
issues are the following (elaborated upon below):
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1. Claims for a causal role of videogames in improving
attentional function need much stronger support.
2. Possible preexisting differences between habitual videogame players and nonplayers constitute a serious confound in many studies. This preselection alternative has
not been ruled out.
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3. Differences between habitual videogame players and
nonplayers are not always observed, and training effects
from videogames have not consistently been found.
4. Chicken-and-egg questions of training versus preexisting differences have often been successfully addressed
with longitudinal research, which is the next logical step
for the field.

The issue of causality
Researchers indeed have good reason to believe that habitual videogame players (VGPs) perform better than those
who do not play (NVGPs) on tests of visuospatial attention
and perception. But the causality behind this difference is far
less certain. Typically, participants with experience of
videogame play are recruited and compared to groups with
little videogame experience. Participants from these two
populations have often been found to differ in performance
on various tasks involving visuospatial attention and visual
function (Cain, Landau, & Shimamura, 2012; Castel, Pratt,
& Drummond, 2005; Chisholm, Hickey, Theeuwes, &
Kingstone, 2010; Colzato, van Leeuwen, van den
Wildenberg, & Hommel, 2010; Green & Bavelier, 2003,
2006a, 2006b, 2007; Hubert-Wallander, Green, Sugarman,
& Bavelier, 2011; Karle, Watter, & Shedden, 2010; Li,
Polat, Makous, & Bavelier, 2009; Li, Polat, Scalzo, &
Bavelier, 2010; Sungur & Boduroglu, 2012; West,
Stevens, Pun, & Pratt, 2008), and functional neural activity
has been found to differ between the groups (Bavelier,
Achtman, Mani, & Föcker, 2012; Granek, Gorbet, &
Sergio, 2010; Mishra, Zinni, Bavelier, & Hillyard, 2011;
Wu et al., 2012).
Why do these difference occur? One possible causal
chain of events is that some people are good at playing
videogames that require certain attentional abilities, and thus
play more videogames. They end up in the VGP group, and
perform better than NVGPs on the tests. But many studies
refer to training studies such as Green and Bavelier (2003)
to support claims of causal influences of habitual action
videogame play on vision and attention. Green and
Bavelier (2003) trained two groups of NVGPs for 10 h on
an action videogame and on a placebo task. They found
attentional training effects from the action videogame, and
concluded with the very influential claim that “10 days of
training on action video-games is sufficient to increase the
capacity of visual attention, its spatial distribution and its
temporal resolution” (p. 536). Other studies have since
reported similar training effects for a variety of tasks
(Feng, Spence, & Pratt, 2007; Green & Bavelier, 2006a,
2006b, 2007; Li et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010; but see Boot,
Kramer, Simons, Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008, for a notable
exception, further discussed below).

But such training studies do not rule out the preselection
alternative for studies in which participants are selected on
the basis of self-reported history of videogame play. For a
causal claim, control over the independent variables is
needed, but when differences are found between VGPs
and NVGPs, this basic principle is violated when experience
of videogame play is assumed to cause any differences. It
cannot be assumed that, even though a short-term training
effect is found for a subsample of observers with little
videogame experience, preexisting differences do not apply
to other samples from the population.
The critical point is that studies based on recruitment
from experience provide no information about any causal
influences of videogame play on vision and attention, even
if training effects have been found for other populations. For
this argument to be valid, initially comparable groups need
to be trained. Recruitment of experienced versus inexperienced players is, nevertheless, common practice, and causal
language is often used. At the Vision Sciences 2012 conference, nine presentations concerned the effects of videogame
play on attentional and visual function. In six of the nine
studies, observers were recruited on the basis of preexisting
training. Causal language with regard to the effects of videogame play was used in four of those. Note also that studies
in which VGPs and NVGPs are trained and their learning
rates assessed, such as in studies of so-called “learning to
learn” (Bejjanki, Sims, Green, & Bavelier, 2012; Zhang et
al., 2012; see Bavelier et al., 2012b, for the basic argument),
involve similar confounds when the participants are selected
on the basis of experience.

Lack of practice effects for control groups
To make a causal link between videogame play and attentional abilities, groups that are in every relevant way comparable should receive differential training, one on the type
of videogame of interest, the other on a suitable placebo
task. Testing groups with differential training histories on
videogames has no bearing on causality. Such studies may,
at best, suggest areas in which training may have an effect.
But a puzzling issue exists regarding many of the training
studies currently available: The control groups that do not
receive action videogame training do not improve on the
task of interest. For example, Green and Bavelier (2007)
argued that action videogame play altered the spatial accuracy of vision. In their Experiment 2, one group was trained
on an action videogame and another on Tetris. The action
videogame group improved significantly following training
(indicating diminished crowding), while the Tetris group did
not. The interpretation was that videogame play improves
the spatial accuracy of vision. But the finding can be
rephrased as follows: Not playing action videogames
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prevents observers from learning a task. This is logically an
equally valid inference. Similar nonimprovement of control
groups has been seen in other videogame training studies, of
improvements in contrast sensitivity (Li et al., 2009) and
decreases in susceptibility to backward masking (Li et al.,
2010). Feng et al. (2007) found a similar nonbenefit for a
group that did not play action videogames from repeated
testing on a mental-rotation task and for the useful-field-ofview task (see also Green & Bavelier, 2003, 2006a, 2006b;
and see Strobach, Frensch, & Schubert, 2012, and Wu et al.,
2012, for recent examples).
One of the best-known examples of attentional training in
the literature is contextual cueing (Chun & Jiang, 1998; see,
e.g., Chun, 2000, and Kristjánsson, 2006, for reviews), in
which observers are trained on “old” versus “new” search
displays. The main finding is that search times become
slightly but notably faster for the old displays. But importantly, the largest effects are the overall training effects for
both old and new displays. Visual and attentional performance usually improves with practice (Chun & Nakayama,
2000; Gibson, 1969; Karni & Sagi, 1993; Kristjánsson &
Nakayama, 2003; Seitz & Watanabe, 2005), but the videogame training literature suggests that action videogames
may be needed for improvement (see Ackerman, Kanfer,
& Calderwood, 2010, for related discussion). Interestingly,
Boot et al. (2008) did not observe differential videogame
training effects on a large number of tasks, in contrast with
other videogame training studies. Both the trained und untrained groups improved between tasks, and the lack of a
training difference between the groups was therefore due to
similar improvement.

Issues of replication
When provocative findings are reported, this requires replication across different laboratories. Boot et al. (2008) found
no differential training effects for 82 college students from
20+ hours of training on a first-person action videogame, a
strategy game, Tetris, or no training for baseline. Very little,
if any, additional benefits were found on a wide range of
tasks involving vision, attention, executive control, and
memory from action videogame play as compared with the
other tasks. So, even though the results from videogame
training studies are certainly suggestive, probably the most
comprehensive training study to date found no superior
benefits of action videogame training.
A difference between VGPs and NVGPs has not always
been seen (Boot et al., 2008; Irons, Remington, & McLean,
2011; Murphy & Spencer, 2009). Donohoe, James, Eslick,
and Mitroff (2012) found that VGPs and NVGPs alike
performed poorly on visually demanding tasks while
simultaneously answering demanding questions through a

speakerphone. Irons et al. (2011) found no difference between VGPs and NVGPs on a flanker task, in contrast with
previous findings. In a large cross-sectional study of 333
children, Ferguson, Garza, Jerabeck, Ramos, and Galindo
(2013) found no effect of exposure to videogames on visuospatial cognition. Note that the only studies in which participants have been recruited on the basis of experience that
may carry any information about causality are the studies
that have not found an experience-dependent difference,
since there is no difference for preselection to explain.

Other issues
Boot, Blakely, and Simons (2011) pointed out a number of
serious pitfalls that “no published gaming study has
successfully avoided” (p. 1). They discussed how overt
recruiting may influence performance through demand characteristics. Beyko, Stothart, and Boot (2012) reported preliminary findings on 30 observers showing that a majority of
action videogame players guessed that they had been
recruited to participate in a study investigating the superior
skills of videogame players, while a minority of nongamers
guessed this. While these early findings must be interpreted
with caution, the implications regarding differences in motivational levels are obvious. Boot et al. (2011) also argued
that training studies often suffer from a lack of proper
placebo control. This is a particularly thorny issue, especially
if observers are likely to try and guess what the study is
about. Covert recruiting with postexperiment questionnaires
(see, e.g., Donohue, Woldorff, & Mitroff, 2010) improves
upon this situation but is rarely used.
Nonaction videogames like Tetris or Sims are often used
for comparison with action videogames. Beyko et al. (2012)
reported that participants rated Tetris as being less likely to
improve performance on the useful-field-of-view task than
the action videogame Unreal. While preliminary, the findings put in question whether the control tasks fulfill their
intended placebo role. Boot et al. (2011) discussed what
occurs during videogame training. Any training effects (or
group differences) may reflect strategy changes (see, e.g.,
Clark, Fleck, & Mitroff, 2011) rather than perceptual or
attentional effects. In fact, the potential mechanisms behind
attentional training from videogames are unclear.
If videogame play alters attentional performance, in some
cases (the evidence is not unequivocal), we lack insight into
the boundary conditions of such learning and possible
mechanisms. Why do Tetris or MarioBros not work? Will
MarioKart cause improved attention and vision, since the
participant is in the driver seat, while MarioBros will not,
since it involves an “external” view? Will this work on the
small screen of a Nintendo DS, or is a large monitor needed?
What are the key aspects of action videogames that cause
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attentional improvement? Action-videogame play per se is
presumably not the critical ingredient. The interesting scientific question will be when and how attention can be
trained and what the mechanisms are.
Another issue, usually dealt with as being trivial, is that
expert VGP males outnumber expert females to such a
degree that many studies exclusively recruit males, since
there are not enough females for gender-balanced groups.
But if we accept that videogame training causes the differences, what is the reason for the gender imbalance? Alarm
bells should ring here. Could preexisting differences in
attentional ability between males and females explain this?
Here, longitudinal research could provide answers (see below). Interestingly, recent evidence has suggested that personality may influence game-playing preferences (Quick,
Atkinson, & Lin, 2012; Ventura, Shute, & Zhao, 2013),
and Hoeft, Watson, Kesler, Bettinger, and Reiss (2008)
reported greater mesocorticolimbic activation in male than
in female college students during videogame play, which
could be related to reward and motivational levels. Feng et
al. (2007) observed that gender differences in the distribution of spatial attention were diminished with 10-h training
on action videogames. All of these findings raise exciting
questions regarding interactions of preexisting differences
and training. Such questions would ideally be addressed
with longitudinal research.
The findings in this literature are headline-grabbing, so
the questions being asked about it are not trivial. The societal implications must be considered, since the published
research will influence behavior. There may be benefits to
not playing videogames (see, e.g., Anderson & Bushman,
2001; Cummings & Vandewater, 2007): For instance, beneficial physical activities are not performed while children
play videogames, and attentional demands accompany physical activity. The multiple-object-tracking tasks of basketball,
soccer, and team handball, in which opponents need to be
avoided and teammates found, may train attentional abilities
(see the discussion in Chaddock, Voss, & Kramer, 2012). How
do these benefits compare with those of videogame play?

What next?
Very interesting differences between experts and novices are
often observed, and this clearly requires explanation. But
more information is needed for satisfactory answers to questions about causality. The training approach is needed for
any claims that first-person action videogame experience
causes any alternation of attentional function. A drawback
is that these studies reflect short-term learning (typically over
a few days), and another is that the training studies by
necessity only test NVGPs, carrying the unfortunate implicit
assumption that VGPs and NVGPs are initially comparable.

All of this highlights the need for longitudinal research.
Ten years on from the publication of Green and Bavelier’s
(2003) influential study, there is still no evidence from a
longitudinal study. Longitudinal studies have been critical to
the understanding of some of the most pressing issues
within psychology (Bouchard, Lykken, McGue, Segal, &
Tellegen, 1990; Chess & Thomas, 1990; Nilsson et al.,
2004; Rietveld, Hudziak, Bartels, van Beijsterveldt, &
Boomsma, 2004; Shaw et al., 2006). They are especially
useful for disentangling the effects of different variables that
are possibly correlated, and they have high external validity.
Note that cross-sectional studies such as those of Dye,
Green, and Bavelier (2009) and Dye and Bavelier (2010)
demonstrating attentional differences between VGPs and
NVGPs for various age groups will not replace longitudinal
studies, since preexisting differences were not controlled
for. In fact, their findings of attentional differences between
VGPs and NVGPs in the 7- to 10-year-old age group could
be evidence for preexisting differences between VGPs and
NVGPs. Even though the differences are larger for older
groups, a preexisting difference may be exacerbated with
practice.
As of now, no longitudinal study of videogame play and
the development of visual and attentional function is available
in the literature. However, a longitudinal study in which a
large group of children is tested regularly as their behavior
(including videogame play) is monitored is timely. Obtaining
repeated measures of visuospatial abilities at various ages
while activity is measured would allow for an assessment of
independent effects from preexisting differences, videogame
use, and other variables of interest. Profoundly interesting
questions about the training of attention, individual differences in attentional function and ability, and their interaction
might be answered.

Conclusions
If action videogame training modulates attentional abilities,
it rightly grabs the headlines. But this makes it all the more
important to tread with caution when inferences are drawn
from the available data. The key issues can be summarized
as follows:
1. A lot of studies have shown superior performance of
VGPs on various tasks, as compared with NVGPs, but
even if the number of these studies were infinite with
infinitely low p values of group differences, this would
not be evidence of causality.
2. Any study in which groups are recruited on the basis of
self-reported experience cannot be taken as evidence of
training effects. Differential training regimens between
two groups that are initially comparable obviously
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improve upon the situation, but this paradigm still
involves problems.
3. Longitudinal studies may be the only way of settling the
question of training from habitual first-person action
videogame play and its interactions with preexisting
differences.
The field may be scratching the surface of very interesting questions of interactions of training and innate attentional ability. The key question involves the chicken and the
egg, and the next logical step will be to address differences
in attentional performance between experts and novices in a
longitudinal study in which the contributions of the key
variables are assessed.
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